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LifeTime-aware Backpressure - a new

delay-enhanced Backpressure-based routing protocol
Abdelbaset Kabou, Nadia Nouali-Taboudjemat, Soufiene Djahel, Saïd Yahiaoui, Omar Nouali

Abstract—Dynamic Backpressure is a highly desirable family
of routing protocols known for their attractive mathematical pro-
prieties. However, these protocols suffer from a high end-to-end
delay making them inefficient for real-time traffic with strict end-
to-end delay requirements. In this paper, we address this issue by
proposing a new adjustable and fully distributed Backpressure-
based scheme with low queue management complexity, named
LifeTime-Aware BackPressure (LTA-BP). The novelty in the
proposed scheme consists in introducing the urgency level as
a new metric for service differentiation among the competing
traffic flows in the network. Our scheme not just significantly
improves the quality of service provided for real-time traffic with
stringent end-to-end delay constraints, but interestingly protects
also the flows with softer delay requirements from being totally
starved. The proposed scheme has been evaluated and compared
against other state of the art routing protocol, using computer
simulation, and the obtained results show its superiority in terms
of the achieved end-to-end delay and throughput.

Index Terms—Wireless networks, Backpressure routing, Qual-
ity of Service, End-to-end delay

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, real-time applications are gaining a rapidly

growing popularity and being used in various domains rang-

ing from military and aerospace industry to transportation

and healthcare systems. In Internet and multi-media, an un-

precedented growth of real-time applications deployment is

observed due to the emergence of VoIP (Voice over IP) type

communication paradigm, in addition to video conferencing

and streaming. Such applications can be used for infotainment

purposes as well as for more life-critical situations such as in

military operations, disaster relief and other mission critical

scenarios [1].

Apart from the high throughput requirement, temporal as-

pects in these life-critical scenarios have a significant impact

on the correctness of the whole system. It is therefore im-

portant for a rapidly deployed communication infrastructure

to ensure a response within specified time constraints, often

referred to as deadlines. In order to meet these stringent

constraints, several networking challenges need to be solved.

One of the major problems is the need for a robust resource
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management framework, starting with an efficient routing

protocol.

The Backpressure routing algorithms, which have received

much attention from the research community in recent years

[2], are basically a good candidate in such situations. With

their appealing mathematical proprieties, these protocols are

proven to be, theoretically, throughput optimal and offering

as well, a very satisfactory stability level. First introduced by

Tassiulas and Ephremides [3], such simple queue-differential

based scheduling and routing policy was shown to be able

to stabilize the network under any feasible traffic rate vector

[3]. However, even though it delivers maximum throughput by

adapting itself to network conditions, there are several issues

that have to be addressed before it can be widely deployed to

transport traffic flows with strict end-to-end delay constraints.

As stated in the original paper [3], the Backpressure al-

gorithm assumes the existence of a central controller with

a global view of the whole network, to perform complex

computations at each time slot. Such requirements in addition

to the computational complexity are too prohibitive in practice

[4]. Moreover, this algorithm requires maintaining a queue

for each potential destination at each node, which may limit

its scalability to large networks due to the induced exces-

sive overhead. Decreasing the computational complexity and

proposing distributed schemes for the classical Backpressure

were the aim of a number of research works in recent years.

For more details about these works we refer the reader to [2]

which presents an in depth review of the most important recent

results.

Besides the aforementioned issues, the Backpressure algo-

rithm is also suffering from a serious limitation. In certain

conditions, this protocol is known for its long routing con-

vergence times and thus its inefficiency in terms of Quality

of Service (QoS) delivery, especially the end-to-end delay.

While this is not problematic in the context of delay tolerant

applications, it is unacceptable in the case of traffic with strict

end-to-end delay requirements [5]. Although several attempts

have been made recently to enhance the legacy Backpressure

performance in terms of the achieved end-to-end delay, none

of them addressed the situation where multiple traffic flows,

with different end-to-end delay requirements, are injected into

the same network. In contrast, these works assume that the

injected traffic flows exhibit similar characteristics, which is

an unrealistic assumption.

Our main objective in this paper is to design a new

Backpressure-based scheme able to provide the previous tem-

poral aspect in per-flow basis. Besides ensuring the best

performance for applications with strict QoS requirements, the
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scheme must protect traffic flows with soft delay requirements

from starvation (i.e. to receive zero or close-to-zero through-

put). In the following, we summarize the main contributions

of this work.

1) The consideration of more realistic assumptions regard-

ing lower layers and the use of less complex queue

management strategy, while proposing a new distributed

Backpressure-based scheme with enhanced end-to-end

delay performance.

2) The routing layer of the proposed scheme is able to

adjust the forwarding decision depending on the urgency

level of each packet, in a way to prioritize traffic flows

with strict end-to-end delay requirements.

3) The proposed scheme, while prioritizing these latter

flows, is still able to avoid the starvation of traffic

flows with soft requirements, by providing a minimum

throughput for them, even in congested situations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We

first present the main reasons behind the delay inefficiency of

the Backpressure and briefly review the related enhancements

proposed in the literature. In Section III, we describe in detail

the design aspects and basic components of our scheme. The

simulation setup and performance evaluation are presented

in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and

summaries the future perspectives.

II. BACKPRESSURE ALGORITHMS

In this section, we start with the system model and a brief

description of how routing decisions are made in the classical

Backpressure protocol. Then, we present a review of the basic

reasons behind the delay inefficiency of this protocol with

discussion of the related works in the literature.

A. System Model

Let us consider a wireless multi-hop network described by

a directed graph G = (N,L), where N denotes the set of

nodes and L refers to the set of links. Packets are injected

at the source node and traverse multiple links to reach their

destination via multi-hop communication. We assume that our

system operates in a slotted time and that each link in the set

L is denoted by (i, j) or l. The set of all per-destination traffic

flows fcǫN crossing the link (i, j) is represented by F (i, j).
For each traffic flow fc crossing a node i a First-In First-Out

(FIFO) queue Qfc
i is maintained by this node, as illustrated in

the example shown in Figure 1.

The maximum number of packets that a link (i, j) can

transmit at one time slot is called the link capacity and

denoted as µ(i,j). The set of all links capacities defines the so-

called network capacity vector c which, in turn, constitutes

the basic element of the network capacity region concept,

denoted as Γ. Indeed, the collection of all possible network

capacity vectors defines Γ. Table I recapitulates the main

notations used throughout the rest of this paper.

The routing problem, investigated in this paper, consists then

in performing routing control actions in a way to (1) maximize

data transfer during the current time slot, (2) ensure an end-

to-end delay performance in per-traffic flow basis, depending

on the urgency of each traffic flow.

Figure 1: Example of a wireless multi-hop network of six

nodes, with a closeup on the queues at each node. Three traffic

flows are injected: the red (f1) destined to node 1, the black

(f3) destined to node 3 and the blue (f6) destined to node 6.

Symbol Explanation

(N,L)
The set of nodes (N ) and links (L) in
the network.

(i, j) A link between nodes i and j.

fc The traffic flow destined to the node c.

F(i,j)
The set of traffic flows crossing the
link (i, j).

Q
fc
i

Local per-flow queue at the node i.

tagp The tag of the packet p.

Q[tagp] The queue associated to the packets
with the tag tagp.

µ(i,j)

Capacity of the link (i, j) or the
amount of data that can be transferred
over it in the current time slot.

c
The network capacity vector or the set
of all the links capacities

(

µ(i,j)ǫL

)

in
the network.

Γ
The network capacity region defined
by the collection of all possible
network capacity vectors c.

Table I: Notations summary

B. Backpressure - the legacy version

Unlike classical routing protocols, Backpressure routing

does not perform any explicit path search from source to

destination. Instead, as illustrated in Algorithm 1, the routing

decisions are made independently for each packet by solving,

at each time slot, two principal problems at two different

levels. Firstly, the Flow selection problem at the local level

(i.e. at the node level), secondly Link scheduling problem

occurring at the global level (i.e. at the network level).

1) Flow Selection or Packet selection: At this phase, the

aim consists in deciding for each link (i, j)ǫL (cf. Table I),

which traffic flow (i.e. packet) is candidate for the next for-

warding operation. To do so, firstly, each node iǫN computes

for each outgoing link a weight as a function of a local per-



flow 1 queue Qfc
i . For a given flow fc and a link (i, j), we

denote by W fc
(i,j) the weight, also referred to as Backpressure,

such that:

W fc
(i,j) = Qfc

i −Qfc
j (1)

Next, based on the computed weights, the flow f∗ that

maximizes the local queue differential i.e. the flow having

the maximum link weight W ∗

(i,j), is selected. The computed

W ∗

(i,j) is therefore expressed as follows:

W ∗

(i,j) = maxfǫF(i,j)
W f

(i,j) (2)

2) Link Scheduling: In the second phase of the legacy

Backpressure, a set of links are selected to be activated

simultaneously among the list of all non-conflicting links in the

network [4]. Scheduling a set of links to transmit concurrently

is, therefore, a matter of selecting one link capacity vector

c∗ǫΓ that satisfies the Equation (3), where the weight Wl

refers to the maximum link weight W ∗
l computed at the

previous phase.

c∗ = arg maxcǫΓ

∑

lǫL

µlWl (3)

As a final step, and for each link lǫL, a transmission rate µl

is offered to the corresponding flow f∗. Notice that f∗ refers

to the flow selected over the link l during the previous phase

(flow selection). We refer the reader to [3] for an accurate

mathematical analysis of the Backpressure algorithm and to

[6] for further details about it in addition to some illustrative

examples.

C. Overcoming the delay limitation of the Backpressure

The previous legacy version of Backpressure has been

proven mathematically to stabilize the network i.e maintains

finite queues at every time instant. Packets were able to find

their way by simply moving in the direction of the decreasing

backlog [7]. However, such simple strategy can often lead

to a significant large latency due to the following reasons [15]:

• Firstly, the Backpressure suffers from the so called slow

start phenomena, that is, in case of a slightly loaded net-

work, packets may take unnecessarily long routes. While

this extensive exploration is essential when the network

is heavily loaded in order to maintain its stability (i.e.

load balancing over the whole network), under light or

moderate loads the situation can lead to a significant QoS

deterioration, especially in terms of end-to-end delay.

1Note that the classical Backpressure assumes that each node i maintains

a separate queue Q
fc
i for each per destination flow fc.

Algorithm 1 Backpressure, the legacy version

⊲ Step 1 : Packet selection

for all links (i, j) ∈ L do

for all flows fc ∈ F(i,j) do

Wfc
(i,j) ← Qfc

i −Qfc
j

end for

W∗

(i,j) ← maxf∈F(i,j)
W f

(i,j)

f∗

(i,j) ← arg maxf∈F(i,j)
W f

(i,j)
end for

⊲ Step 2 : Link scheduling

for all c ∈ Γ do

Sumc ←
∑

lǫL

µlW
∗
l

end for

c∗ ← arg maxc∈ΓSumc

⊲ Data transfer based on the selected c∗

for all (i, j) ∈ L : (Q
f∗

(i,j)

i −Q
f∗

(i,j)

j ) > 0 do

Transfer µc∗

(i,j) data units of f∗

(i,j) from Qi to Qj

end for

• Secondly, the fluctuation in terms of queue backlog

eventually leads to routing-loops formation causing long

packet delays [16].

• Thirdly, the so-called last packet problem. This issue is

basically caused by the absence of consistent Backpres-

sure toward the destination, which is the case with low-

rate flows or short-lived injected packets [10], [12].

The above mentioned delay inefficiency of Backpressure

was the key driver behind several works in the literature.

To overcome the slow start phenomena, Neely et al.

added a new constant shortest path bias (parameterized by

a per-link cost B) to the Backpressure (BP) calculation [7].

Nodes are therefore willing to route packets in the direc-

tion of their destinations [14]. The authors of [5], however,

improved the achieved delay by proposing a joint traffic-

splitting (parametrized by a parameter K) and shortest-path-

aided Backpressure routing protocol. In this scheme, the per-

destination queues of the legacy Backpressure are replaced by

a new hop-queues structure, where each node maintains the

same queue Qh for the packets to be delivered to a destination

within h hops. The objective is to minimize the average

number of hops per packet delivery, thereby minimizing the

end-to-end propagation delay. As shown in Table II, one

potential challenge for these works is that their performance

depends to a large extent on the choice of the parameters K
and B. In fact, this creates another challenge since the optimal

values of these parameters vary depending on the traffic load,

which is difficult to predict in advance.

To reduce packet loops, the authors of [10] propose to

introduce redundant packets to build up gradient towards

destinations in a faster way. Following the same intuition, a

new shadow queuing architecture is proposed in [11] wherein,

instead of redundant packets, a fictitious queuing system in

addition to a new per-neighbor physical queues at each node

(instead of per-destination queues) are designed. A common



Scheme Architecture
Queues

Management
Strategy

Key principle Limitations

Joint Routing and Power
Allocation Backpressure [7]

Distributed Per-flow Incorporating an additional
progress-to-destination metric
in BP (Backpressure)
calculation.

Performance depends on the choice of internal
parameters which are difficult to predict in
advance.

Shortest-path Aided
Backpressure [5]

Centralized Per-hop

Distributed Variable-V
Backpressure [8][9]

Distributed Per-node No consideration for the urgency of each flow.

Backpressure with Adaptive
Redundancy [10]

Distributed Per-flow
Introducing redundant packets
when queue occupancy is low

Greater number of transmissions due to the
introduced redundancy.

Backpressure with Shadow
Queueing [11]

Centralized Per-neighbor
Using shadow packets (as
counters) instead of redundant
packets.

Delay enhancement at the expense of the
throughput degradation, in addition to the
pre-computed routes assumption.

Delay-based Backpressure
[12]

Centralized Per-flow
Using the sojourn-time
difference instead of the
queue-length-based BP.

Pre-computed routes assumption.

Fast Quadratic Lyapunov
based Backpressure [13]

Centralized Per-flow
Introducing a virtual backlog
mechanism with LIFO service
discipline

An arbitrary fraction of packets to be dropped.

General Queue-dependent
Backpressure [14]

Distributed Per-flow
Incorporating "beyond one
hop" queue state information
in BP calculation.

The need for additional overhead to get
information beyond one hop, which increases
the network load.

Table II: A summary and comparison of the described Backpressure-based schemes with enhanced delay performance.

challenge for all the above schemes is that they are built upon

the assumption of a fixed routing scenario, i.e. the route for

each flow is chosen upon arrival using some standard wireless

multi-hop networks routing algorithms and the Backpressure

algorithm is simply used to schedule packets transmission [7].

Other works focused on alleviating the last packet problem,

such as [12] in which the authors proposed D-BP (Delay-based

Backpressure) that uses the sojourn-time difference as a new

metric instead of the queue-length-based BP. As the previous

works, the main drawback of this scheme is the fact that it

is destined to wireless multi-hop networks with pre-calculated

route too. The authors of [13] used a virtual backlog process

with LIFO (Last In Last Out) service discipline on top of the

legacy Backpressure. In fact, this introduced idea improved

the order of the utility-delay tradeoff, but at the expense of

an arbitrary fraction of packets to be dropped [14]. More

recently, a new class of enhanced BP-based algorithms was

introduced in [14]. This class incorporates the global queue

state information (beyond one hop) instead of the only one-

hop queue size difference used in computing the Backpressure

values. However, this solution implies an additional overhead

induced by the mechanism used to get such information

beyond one hop, which leads to an increasing network load.

Finally, the works proposed in [8] and [9] combine both de-

lay and queue complexity reduction for regular (i.e., grid-like)

wireless mesh topology (referred to as Distributed Variable-V

Backpressure, or DVV-BP, in Performance Evaluation section).

Both schemes proposed an interesting control mechanism

based on the Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty optimization frame-

work introduced in [17]. This mechanism consists in adding

an additional progress-to-destination term, based on Geo-

location, to the Equation (1), which enables a better trade-

off between two types of routing decisions. Routing decisions

that aim to achieve network stability (i.e. keep the queues

under control to prevent any overflow) and those aiming to

reach near-optimal values for some objective performance

metrics (e.g., end-to-end delay). The queue complexity is

reduced in both schemes by maintaining a single queue in

each node, instead of a per flow/destination queue as in

the original Backpressure. However, despite its attractive low

queues complexity, and similar to previous works, there is no

consideration for the urgency of each traffic flow separately.

The key principles and limitations of each of the above works

are summarized in Table II.

While not being the firsts attempting to enhance the back-

pressure delay performance, as discussed previously, the mo-

tivation and design aspects behind our proposal differ signif-

icantly from the aforementioned works. Apart from the aim

for a distributed scheme and a queue management with low

complexity, the main driver of our proposal is to enable dif-

ferentiation between flows based on the urgency level of each

flow. The proposed strategy prioritizes flows with strict end-

to-end delay requirements, without sacrificing flows with less

strict end-to-end delay requirements. A detailed description of

our proposal is provided in next section.

III. LIFETIME-AWARE BACKPRESSURE

Our proposal is based on the drift-plus-penalty framework

introduced in [17]. In this framework, instead of calculating

the weight as in Equation (1), a new component is added as

follows:

W(i,j) = (Qi −Qj)− V ∗ P (i, j, d) (4)

where (Qi−Qj) is the difference in queue backlog between

nodes i and j. The additional term P (i, j, d) is used to min-

imize the distance covered by a packet from the source node

to the destination d, and is computed as the cost of traversing

the link (i, j) in the path leading to d. The framework involves

taking routing actions to minimize the cost function, subject

to maintaining the stability of queues in the network. For

instance, the following function is the penalty function used



(a) High V (b) Medium V (c) Low V

Figure 2: Heatmaps illustrating the degree of traffic distribution as a function of V , in a 9x9 grid network where nodes are

labeled from (0,0) to (8,8)

in [8]:

P (i, j, d) =















+1

−1

j farther to d than i

j closer to d than i

(5)

This penalty function is weighted by V > 0, where V is a

parameter representing how much we emphasize the penalty

minimization. As illustrated in Figure 2, V enables a trade-off

between the queue based-component (△Qij) and the penalty

function P (i, j, d). A low value for V means a high emphasis

on queues stability (△Qij) and so a more load balancing

oriented Backpressure. In the opposite case, a high value

to V means a high emphasize on minimizing the distance

towards the destination d (penalty function component), which

is reflected by the selection of the shortest path in Figure 2.

The intuition behind our contribution is based on the pre-

vious control mechanism. The main idea consists in adding

a pre-routing phase prior to performing any computation and

choosing the next hop. In this phase, we categorize the traffic

flows in terms of end-to-end delay requirements and compute

the V value, in per-packet fashion, depending on the age of the

packet and the urgency level of its corresponding flow. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first work which leverages

the parameter V in prioritizing traffic flows based on their

end-to-end delay requirements.

The overall proposal is organized into two phases, namely:

Pre-routing calculation phase, and the Routing decision

phase. In the following, we will provide a detailed overview

on each phase.

A. Pre-routing phase

In this phase, one urgent packet is selected among the

enqueued ones and assigned a value of V according to its ur-

gency. To achieve this, four basic steps need to be undertaken,

as illustrated in Algorithm 2 and explained in the following.

1) Packet Queuing : we assume that the injected traffic

flows are categorized based on their end-to-end delay require-

ments. Each packet p is therefore tagged with tagp depending

on the category of its flow. For scalability concerns, we limit

the number of categories to four, each with a specified tags,

namely: “High+” for very high (critical) urgency, “High”

for high urgency,“Med” for flows with medium urgency and

“Low” for low urgency (Figure 3). Any arriving packet p is

placed in one of the available four queues, corresponding to the

above defined categories. A LifeTime value is associated with

each queue and used as a deadline, after-which the information

conveyed by the queued packets starts to lose its utility. In

other words, whenever possible, the age of a given packet p
(Agep) should not exceed the LifeTime of its queue Q[tagp].

Where Agep refers to the cumulative delay from the source

node to the current node.

Figure 3: Illustration of packets queuing process in the defined

four categories

2) Urgency Calculation: Let HoLs be the set of packets

at the Head of Line position in the four previous queues.

In this step, an Urgency value is calculated for each packet

P∈HoLs. As illustrated in Equation (6), the Urgency of a

packet P depends on the ratio between its Age: AgeP , and

the LifeTime of its associated queue Q[tagP ].

UrgencyP =
Age

P

LifeT imeQ[tagP ]

(6)

3) P* Selection : As shown in Figure 4, one packet

P ∗∈HoLs is selected in this step, based on the Urgency values



calculated previously. Using the formula in Equation (7), the

most urgent packet in HoLs is selected as follows.

P ∗ = arg max
P∈HoLs

UrgencyP (7)

4) V Calculation: This step consists in calculating a new

value for the routing parameter V, using the maximum queue

length Qmax, in a way to reflect the urgency of the selected

packet P ∗ (Equation 8):

V (P ∗) = Qmax � UrgencyP∗ (8)

To better understand the intuition behind Equation (8), let

us discuss more about the variation of V as a function of the

packet’s age. To this end, we identify three cases as follows:

1) Age
P∗
≪ LifetimeQ[tagP∗ ] : In this case, the age of the

packet is too small compared to the corresponding Life-

Time. Based on Equation (6) UrgencyP∗ is assigned a

low value, which implies a low value for V (P ∗) based

on Equation (8). The penalty component consequently,

is given less importance when calculating the next hop

according to Equation (4). This is due to the fact that

there is no imminent necessity to transmit the packet

P ∗, and instead the priority is to ensure queues stability

through load balancing.

2) Age
P∗

< LifetimeQ[tagP∗ ] : As soon as the age of a

packet approaches its LifeTime, we gradually assign a

higher value to V . In contrast to the previous case, by

assigning higher value to V , we give more weight to the

penalty function component and therefore we direct the

packets toward a closer to destination neighbor, among

all one hop neighbors.

3) Age
P∗
≥ LifetimeQ[tagP∗ ] : At this stage, the ultimate

priority is to reach the destination as soon as possible.

To do so, the next node should compulsory be a closer

neighbor to the destination. To enforce such a choice,

the routing calculation for the current packet must be

based only on the penalty function component. Since

the load balancing component △Qij will never exceed

Qmax (∀(i, j)ǫL : △Qij 6 Qmax), the calculated V
must therefore be greater or equal to Qmax.

Figure 4: Packet P ∗ selection based on the calculated Urgency

values

Algorithm 2 Pre-Retouing Phase

Input: Packet p
Output: Parameter V

⊲ Step 1 : En-queuing p
Tags← {High+, High,Med, Low}
tagp ← ExtractTag(p)
Q[tagp].enqueue(p)

⊲ Step 2 : Urgency calculation for each packet at the head

of line position in Q[tag], tag ∈ Tags
HoLs← {HoL : HoL = Q[tag].getHoL(), tag ∈ Tags}
for all packets HoL ∈ HoLs do

tagHoL ← ExtractTag(HoL)
UrgencyHoL ← AgeHoL/LifeT imeQ[tagHoL]

end for

⊲ Step 3 : P ∗ Selection

P ∗ ← arg maxHoL∈HoLsUrgencyHoL

⊲ Step 4: V Calculation

VP∗ ← Qmax ∗ UrgencyP∗

return VP∗

B. Routing decision phase

The objective of the previous phase is achieved by the

selection of the most urgent HoL packet. The selected packet

is assigned a high, medium or low value of V depending on

its urgency. Since the value of V has a direct impact on the

forwarding process (Figure 2), the key idea of this phase is to

exploit these results in the selection of the next hop.

As discussed previously, selecting the next hop is made

based on Equation (4). To forward the selected packet, a node

i calculates the value W(i,j) for each neighbor node j, then the

node with the maximum Backpressure value W ∗ is chosen as

next hop in the routing path. Depending on the urgency of the

packet, the selected node could be a closer to the destination,

among node i’s neighbors (in case of an urgent packet i.e.

with a high V ), or the less congested node (in case of a non-

urgent packet i.e. a lower V ). The overall view of our system

including the different steps involved in the proposed scheme

is shown in Figure 5.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we validate our proposal by conducting a set

of simulation experiments, collecting the results and analyzing

them in detail. First, we briefly present the simulation setup

and the chosen evaluation parameters. Then, we illustrate how

the different internal parameters can affect the total behavior

of our system. Finally, we present a comparative experiment

in which we compare the performance of our proposal against

another state of the art backpressure-based routing protocol

(i.e. the work presented in references [8] and [9] and discuss

the results.



Figure 5: Overview of the System

A. Simulation Setup

We have conducted all the simulations using ns-3 [18]. As

listed in Table III, the duration of each simulation is set to 50

seconds. The simulated network is a grid backhaul of wireless

nodes (See Figures 6 and 10), where each node is equipped

with a single IEEE 802.11a WiFi interface configured to

operate on the same channel at a link rate of 54 Mpbs, as

well as the same Carrier Sense ranges.

Simulation Time 50 sec

Traffic Generators
Constant Bit
Rate (CBR)

Transport Layer
User Datagram

Protocol
(UDP)

Packet size 1500 bytes

Data queue size 400 packets

HELLO period 100ms

MAC Layer IEEE 802.11a

Wireless band 5 GHz

Data Rate 54 Mbps

Propagation Model
Constant Speed

Propagation
Delay Model

Table III: Simulation Parameters

To exchange information about queues size, we used a

decentralized method that solely requires HELLO based com-

munication between neighboring nodes. For optimal operation,

each node is required to exchange HELLO messages at a

constant rate of 10 packets per second (i.e. a period of 100ms).

Table IV summarizes the network performance metrics used

in our evaluation.

Metric Definition

End-to-end delay
Average time taken to deliver a packet
(urgent or non-urgent) from the sender to
the receiver.

Throughput
The amount of data successfully delivered
in a unit of time.

Packet Delivery
Ratio (PDR)

Ratio of received packets over the total
number of packets sent.

Table IV: Evaluation metrics

Figure 6: The topology used in the illustrative experiment,

where a single UDP flow is sent from node 14 to node 10

B. Illustrative experiments

1) Experiment 1: In order to illustrate the effect of using

different LifeTime values on the overall behavior of our

system, we focus in this experiment on one generic queue

corresponding to one traffic flow category. The 5x5 grid

topology used in this experiment is shown in Figure 6. A

CBR traffic flow is sent from node 14 to the node 10 using

different input rates (i.e. 100 kbps, 200 kbps and 500 kbps).

We repeat the same experiment 10 times with an increase in

the LifeTime by 100 ms each time, up to 1000 ms (1 sec).

The plotted results in Figure 7 reveal the impact of incre-

menting the LifeTime value on the total number of forwarding

decisions. Under the same input rate, we notice that as long

as we increment the LifeTime value, forwarding decisions are

made more frequently. This effect is more apparent in case

of higher input rate (i.e. 500 kbps) since more packets are

injected and hence more forwarding decisions are made.

The reason behind this correlation is the close relationship

in our control mechanism between (i) the LifeTime of a queue

and the urgency calculation of its enqueued packets, (ii) the

urgency of the packet to be forwarded and the load balancing

tendency of the system. In fact, according to Equation (6), by

incrementing the LifeTime value of a queue, we are propor-

tionally penalizing the enqueued packets by decreasing their

urgency. This means a low value for V according to Equation



(a) (b)

Figure 9: Packets distribution heatmaps for (a) Hight+ urgency traffic flow with LifeTime = 1ms, (b) Low urgency traffic

flow with LifeTime = 10sec

Figure 7: Impact of the LifeTime value on the total number

of packets forwarding

Figure 8: Impact of the LifeTime value on the achieved

Average End-to-end delay

8, and therefore a tendency of the system to enlarge the amount

of explored routes (i.e. more load balancing). Such behavior

means two things; firstly the number of forwarding actions will

grow proportionally (since more nodes are visited), secondly,

the corresponding end-to-end delay will augment by the same

pace. This latter conclusion about the delay is confirmed by

the results shown in Figure 8.

2) Experiment 2: This experiment aims to confirm our

previous analysis by examining the behavior of our system

when dealing with heterogeneous traffic flows. The experiment

is conducted using the same network topology shown in Figure

6. Using the same pair of nodes (i.e. node 14 as source and

node 10 as a destination) we inject two traffic flows with

different requirements in terms of urgency.

We use heatmaps to examine the packets distribution in both

cases as depicted in Figure 9. A heatmap is visually easy to

interpret since it is color coded. Here, the degree of darkness

visually reflects the number of forwarding decisions made at

a specific node. A node forwarding a large number of packets

is represented by black squares (e.g. the source node 14 at the

position (4,2)) and a node with a smaller value is represented

by a lighter squares (e.g. node 20 at the position (0,4)). The

heatmap showing all the nodes gives us an idea about how the

forwarding is performed from a global perspective.

Figure 9 confirms our prior analysis as we clearly notice

the different forwarding patterns for each traffic flow. Figure

9(a) depicts the packets distribution of the Hight+ urgency

traffic flow, in which we observe that a few nodes only are

involved in the forwarding process. In contrast, Figure 9(b)

shows that almost all nodes are involved in forwarding Low
urgency traffic flow packets. Such behavior is the reason

behind the results obtained in the previous experiment. Using

different values for LifeTime intends to enable load balancing

at different degrees. In case of Hight+ urgency traffic flow,

the load balancing is not allowed, except of the source node’s

neighbors (i.e. the nodes 9, 8, 13, 18, 19 shown in Figure 6)

where we can see some sort of load balancing. Figure 9(b),

however, illustrates the opposite since the constraints are softer

here, thus the load balancing is more likely to be allowed at

a higher degree.

3) Experiment 3: In a grid topology of 7x7 nodes (Figure

10), we repeat the previous experiment using different pairs of

LifeTime values. The aim is to analyze the effect of using close

(adjacent) LifeTime values for both traffic flows (e.g.(5ms,

5ms) meaning that 5ms as a LifeTime for High+ urgent flow

and 5ms for the other one) or more distant values such as

(5ms, 200ms) or (5ms, 500ms). This effect is analyzed by

gradually increasing the input rate up to 10 Mbps. Figure

11 shows the results for urgent traffic flows in terms of the

achieved average end-to-end delay, throughput and Packet



(a) Average End-to-end delay (b) Throughput variation

(c) PDR

Figure 11: Network performance for urgent traffic flows under different input rates and using different pairs of LifeTime values

(a) Throughput variation (b) PDR variation

Figure 12: Network performance for urgent traffic flows under different input rates: Our scheme (LTA-BP) vs. Dynamic variable

V scheme (DVV-BP)

Delivery Ratio (PDR).

As shown in Figure 11, the use of distant LifeTime values

for urgent/non-urgent traffic flows allows urgent traffic to

experience a better QoS up to a certain limit. The reason

behind such performance is the load balancing-based con-

trol mechanism previously discussed in experiment 2. This

mechanism relaxes the congested nodes (i.e. nodes which

are busy in forwarding urgent traffic) by pushing away less

urgent packets, thereby urgent packets are delivered with lower

end-to-end delay and higher throughput. From these results

we conclude that the difference (i.e. the gap) between the

chosen LifeTime values plays a key role in determining the

achieved performance. The bigger the difference between the

two values, the higher QoS the urgent traffic will experience.

However, at a certain level, this difference becomes less

apparent since the load balancing is limited physically by the

size of the network.

C. Comparative experiment

In this experiment, we compare the performance of our

scheme with Variable V scheme proposed in [9] (referred

to here as DV V _BP ). In the same grid topology (Figure

10), we send the same traffic flows with the LifeTime pair

(5ms, 500ms), and repeat the simulation several times with

an increase of the input rate by 1 Mbps each time, up to 10

Mbps. Results are obtained by averaging values from 100 runs

with different seeds using the High Performance Computing

Platform IBNBADIS 2.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 depict the obtained results in terms

of End-to-end delay, throughput and PDR. The results plotted

in Figures 12 and 13 highlight the superiority of our scheme

over DV V _BP , under different evaluation metrics. In terms

2 High Performance Computing Platform IBNBADIS
(www.ibnbadis.cerist.dz) provided by the Research Center on Scientific
and Technical Information - CERIST (Algeria).



Figure 10: The 7x7 grid topology used in the third

experiment: from the same node, two traffic flows are

sent, each time using a different pair of LifeTime values

(LifeT imeHigh+, LifeT imeLow)

of throughput and starting from an input rate of 5 Mbps, our

scheme clearly outperforms DV V _BP with an incrementing

throughput up to 7.3 Mbps. The same trend is observed for the

PDR where we observe a sharp degradation for DV V _BP
performance, especially under higher input rate values. In

contrast, to avoid such QoS deterioration, our scheme as

discussed previously, tends to alleviate the congestion at the

shortest paths by pushing away less urgent packets to less

congested nodes.

Figure 13: Average End-to-end delay for urgent traffic flows

(High+ urgency) under different input rates: our scheme

(LTA-BP) vs. Dynamic variable V scheme (DVV-BP)

In terms of end-to-end delay, both schemes perform well

under input rates lower than 5 Mbps although our scheme is

slightly better than DV V _BP when the input rate is between

3 and 5 Mbps, as shown in Figure 13. Beyond 5 Mbps, the

average end-to-end delay tends to increase under both schemes

but with different paces. In DV V _BP , the achieved delay

exhibits sharp increase till it reaches a peak value of 5.5 sec

after which it stabilizes, whereas in our scheme the delay

shows a less aggressive increase till it attains the same peak

value when the input rate reaches 10 Mbps. This performance

degradation is due to the same reason discussed above; as

reducing the load at the shortest path allows urgent flows

to reach their destination faster, especially in highly loaded

scenarios. However, under 10 Mbps input rate, the network

reaches its full capacity (i.e., the sum of 10 Mbps for each

traffic flow) and thus traffic flows suffer from high end-to-end

delay in both schemes.

Figure 14: Throughput variation for less urgent traffic flows

(low urgency) under different network loads

Figure 14 depicts the throughput variation of less urgent

traffic flows when using our scheme. By inspecting the results

shown in this figure, we reveal that up to 5 Mbps of input rate

the achieved throughput is proportional to the input rate value.

However, beyond 5 Mbps of input rate, this type of traffic

flow suffers from a severe deterioration, almost 80% decrease,

of the throughput (from 5 Mbps to 1 Mbps). Despite this

severe decrease, resulting from delaying these flows in order

to offer a better QoS to traffic flows with more strict delay

requirements (high+ urgency), our scheme do not fall in an

endless starvation situation of less urgent traffic flows. Notice

that a starvation situation or state refers to the undesirable

state in which a specific traffic flow receives zero or close-to-

zero throughput [19]. As illustrated in Figure 14, and even in

highly loaded situations, our scheme is able to protect these

flows from total starvation by ensuring a minimum throughput

of 1 to 2 Mbps. Such minimum throughput is the result of

the novel approach of calculating the urgency in our scheme.

The approach consisted in considering any packet, regardless

of its type, as urgent as soon as it approaches its deadline.

Therefore, since every packet belonging to a less-urgent traffic

flow will get closer to its deadline at a certain time point, it

is automatically treated as urgent packet and the forwarding

process acts upon this consideration while selecting the next

hop.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we dealt with the delay inefficiency issue

of dynamic Backpressure family protocols and proposed a

new scheme, dubbed LifeTime-Aware BackPressure (LTA-

BP), to overcome this limitation. The novelty of our scheme

lies in its ability to adjust the routing pattern depending on

the delay requirement of each traffic flow, thanks to our



urgency calculation approach. The ultimate goal of LTA-BP is

to offer an enhanced QoS for real-time applications with strict

end-to-end delay requirements while avoiding the starvation

of other applications with eventually softer end-to-end delay

requirements. We conducted a set of experiments using ns-3

simulator running on the High Performance Computing Plat-

form IBNBADIS, and the obtained results have demonstrated

the efficiency of LTA-BP and its supremacy over another

state of the art scheme. As a future work, we plan to extend

our scheme to accommodate extremely strict requirements of

traffic flows carrying various data types in real-word disaster

response scenarios. In such scenarios, the QoS level offered to

each packet depends on several factors related to the critically

of the information carried in the packet, the physical location

of the sender etc.
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